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Adhesion-induced phase behavior of multicomponent membranes
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Biomimetic membranes that contain several molecular components are studied theoretically. In contact with
another surface, such as a solid substrate or another membrane, some of these intramembrane components are
attracted by the second surface and, thus, act as local stickers. Thecooperativebehavior of these systems is
characterized by the interplay of~i! attractive binding energies,~ii ! entropic contributions arising from the
shape fluctuations of the membranes, and~iii ! the entropy of mixing of the stickers. Asystematicstudy of this
interplay, which starts from the corresponding partition functions, reveals that there are severaldistinctmecha-
nisms for adhesion-induced phase separation within the membranes. The first of these mechanisms is effective
for flexible stickers with attractive cis interactions~within the same membrane! and arises from the renormal-
ization of these interactions by the confined membrane fluctuations. A second, purely entropic mechanism is
found for rigid stickers without attractive cis interactions and arises from a fluctuation-induced line tension.
Finally, a third mechanism is present if the membrane contains both stickers and repellers, i.e., nonadhesive
molecules that protrude from the membrane surface. This third mechanism is based on an effective potential
barrier and becomes less effective if the shape fluctuations of the membrane become more pronounced.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.011903 PACS number~s!: 87.16.Dg, 05.70.Np, 05.10.Ln
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I. INTRODUCTION

The adhesion of membranes is governed by a variety
generic and specific interactions that have been studied
some time@1#. In the simplest case, the membrane is co
posed of a lipid bilayer and has a homogeneous and unif
lateral composition. If such a membrane is in contact wit
substrate surface or another membrane, it usually exp
ences a variety of molecular forces such as, e.g., van
Waals and/or electrostatic interactions. In addition, the c
fined membrane undergoes thermally excited shape fluc
tions that can be directly observed using optical microsc
@2# and which act to renormalize the molecular force pot
tials @3#.

Lipid bilayers represent the basic building blocks of c
membranes. These latter membranes also contain many
ferent protein components. If such a multicomponent me
brane is brought into contact with a second surface, this
face will act as a sorting agent since it attracts so
membrane components but repels others. This interpla
adhesion and composition represents an interesting phy
problem that will be considered here in the context of b
mimetic membranes consisting of a few lipid compone
together with some anchored macromolecules. These ma
molecules, which protrude from the membrane surface,
as local stickers or repellers if they experience attractive
repulsive interactions with the second surface, respectiv
Stickers that are laterally mobile within the membrane w
be recruited by the adhesive surface, and thus, have a
dency to be enriched within the contact area, whereas mo
repellers will become depleted within the same area.

Presumably the first theoretical models for the adhesio
membranes via mobile stickers were introduced in Re
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@4,5# as reviewed in Ref.@6#. In these models, the membran
is divided into one bound segment, which represents the c
tact area, and one unbound segment, which acts as a st
reservoir. The repellers are taken to be more or less im
bile and the separation of the two interacting surfaces
taken to be constant within the contact area. In general,
competing action of stickers and repellers should lead t
modulation of this separation: sticker-rich membrane s
ments should have a relatively small separation, wher
repeller-rich segments should have a relatively large one
discussed in the context of gap junctions@7–9#.

A systematic theoretical framework for the interplay
membrane adhesion and membrane composition was in
duced in Ref.@10#. Within this framework, the membrane i
divided into small membrane segments~or patches!. The lat-
eral size of these segments corresponds to the smallest
sible wavelength for bending deformations of the membra
Computer simulations for molecular membrane models in
cate that this size is about 6 nm for lipid bilayers with
thickness of about 4 nm@11#. The configurational energy o
each segment has two contributions: one contribution aris
from the elastic deformation and another one from the in
actions with the second surface. These interactions dep
on the presence or absence of a sticker or repeller mole
within this segment. The configurational energy of the wh
membrane is obtained by a summation over all membr
segments. In this way, one arrives at partition functions
lattice gas models on deformable membrane surfaces@10#.

In general, the interplay of membrane adhesion and co
position represents a cooperative process which depend
several free energy contributions:~i! attractive trans–
interactions between the stickers and the adhesive sur
characterized by the corresponding sticker/surface bind
energy; ~ii ! entropic contributions arising from the shap
fluctuations of the membrane that are governed by the r
of membrane rigidity and temperature;~iii ! attractive cis in-
teractions between two stickers within the same membr

ni-
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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THOMAS R. WEIKL AND REINHARD LIPOWSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011903
that depend on the sticker/sticker binding energy; and~iv!
the entropy of mixing arising from the mobility of the stick
ers within the membranes. In addition, the stickers may
cally change the elastic properties of the membranes, an
fect that will depend on the sticker size and on the stic
anchoring.

In the present article, we study the competition of the
different contributions in asystematicway using the theoret
ical methods of statistical mechanics. Thus, we start fr
partition functions that include both shape fluctuations of
membranes and fluctuations in the positions of the stick
along the membranes as in Ref.@10#. The underlying theo-
retical framework is rather general and can incorporate
type of interaction between the various membrane com
nents and the second surface. However, in order to elimi
some parameters from the problem, we will focus here on
situation in which the interaction of the ‘‘bare’’ or ‘‘naked’
lipid bilayer with the second surface is effectively repulsi
and of shorter range than the sticker-mediated attract
Thus, we will focus on membranes that do not adhere to
second surface in the absence of stickers.

We show that sticker-mediated adhesion frequently le
to phase separation within the membrane as found in sev
recent studies@13,15,16#. However, one important messag
of our article is that there arethree distinctmechanisms for
this process of adhesion-induced phase separation.

First, we study membranes with flexible stickers that e
perience attractive cis interactions within the same me
brane, see Sec. II. In this case, which was announced bu
described in a previous Rapid Communication@13#, the un-
bound membrane undergoes phase separation provide
attractive strengthW of the cis interactions exceed a certa
threshold valueWc . We find that this threshold value is sig
nificantly reduced if the membrane adheres to another
face. This reduction represents a renormalization of the
interactions by the confined membrane fluctuations.

Second, we study rigid stickers that experience only
pulsive ~hard-core! cis interactions within the same mem
brane, see Sec. III. Now, the unbound membrane will alw
have a homogeneous or uniform composition. Howev
when bound to the substrate surface, such a membrane
also undergo phase separation. This process is driven b
effective line tension that arises from the shape fluctuati
of the membrane and, thus, is of purely entropic origin.
similar mechanism has recently been described for stic
with an increased lateral size@13#. The underlying fluctua-
tion mechanism can be suppressed by a sufficiently la
lateral tension as discussed in Sec. IV.

Third, we study membranes with more than two comp
nents that contain both stickers and repellers, see Sec. V.
latter types of molecules are nonadhesive but protrude f
the membrane surface and, thus, impose a steric barrie
the adhesion. We will focus on the case where the cis in
actions between the stickers and repellers are purely re
sive. In this case, one may integrate over the composi
variables and derive an effective potential for the membra
membrane interactions. As a result, we find that this effec
potential has a potential barrier and, thus, may lead to c
tinuous or discontinuous unbinding transitions depending
01190
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the height of this barrier@14#. Similar mechanisms for
adhesion-induced phase separation resulting from an e
tive potential barrier have been recently discussed in R
@15# and @16#.

In this way, we extend previous work on adhesio
induced phase separation as discussed in Refs.@13,15,16#
and provide aunifiedconceptual framework for the differen
possible mechanisms that lead to this process. In orde
exhibit the generic behavior related to these different mec
nisms, we study an extended range for the parameters o
models. However, as discussed at the end of our paper
parameter range studied here includes those parameter v
that are applicable to real systems and, thus, accessib
experiments.

II. STICKERS WITH ATTRACTIVE CIS INTERACTIONS

A systematic theory for a multicomponent membra
with anchored stickers in contact with a substrate has to
clude a fieldl for the local separation between the membra
and the substrate and a concentration fieldn of the stickers. It
is convenient to discretize the substrate into a tw
dimensional square lattice with lattice constanta. Sticker po-
sitions can then be described by occupation numbersni50
or 1 whereni51 indicates the presence of a sticker at latt
site i.

In general, the effective Hamiltonian~or configurational
energy! of the decorated membrane will contain seve
terms@10# corresponding to the bending energy of the me
brane, to the membrane/surface interactions, and to the in
actions between the stickers. Each of these terms may
pend on several parameters. In the present section, we
consider the simplest bending energy in which all membr
patches have the same bending rigidity irrespective of
absence or presence of stickers. In this way, we will focus
the effects of attractive cis interactions between the stick

Thus, let us consider a grand canonical Hamiltonian t
has the general form@10#

H$ l ,n%5Hel$ l %1(
i

ni@V~ l i !2m#1(̂
i j &

Wi j ninj , ~1!

where the elastic term

Hel$ l %5(
i

k

2a2
~Ddl i !

2 ~2!

represents the bending energy of the membrane with ben
rigidity k. The discretized LaplacianDd is given by

Ddl i5Ddl x,y5 l x1a,y1 l x2a,y1 l x,y1a1 l x,y2a24l x,y .
~3!

The potentialV( l i) describes the transinteraction of an ind
vidual sticker with the substrate, and the relative chemi
potential of the stickers with respect to the nonadhesive c
ponent is denoted bym. We consider the short-ranged stick
potential
3-2
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ADHESION-INDUCED PHASE BEHAVIOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011903
V~ l i !5Uu~ l v2 l i !5U for l i< l v50 for l i. l v ,
~4!

which depends on the sticker binding energyU,0 and the
potential rangel v . The step functionu(x) is equal to 0 for
x,0, and equal to 1 forx>0. The cis interactions of the
stickers are taken to be

Wi j 5W for nearest neighborsi , j ,

50 otherwise, ~5!

with interaction strengthW<0. After a rescaling of the sepa
ration field according to

z[~ l /a!Ak/T, ~6!

the number of independent parameters turns out to be f
The reduced sticker binding energyuUu/T, the rescaled po-
tential range zv5( l v /a)Ak/T, the reduced interaction
strengthW/T, and the reduced chemical potentialm/T. Here,
T denotes the temperature in energy units@17#. Instead of the
chemical potential, we will, in the following, use its conju
gate variable, namely the sticker concentrationX5^ni&/a

2,
to describe the phase behavior.

A. Mean-field theory for concentration field

To develop a mean-field theory for the concentration fi
n of the stickers, we use the variational principle

F<Fo1
1

A
^H2Ho&o ~7!

with

Ho$ l ,n%[Hel$ l %1(
i

ni@V~ l i !2m1B#, ~8!

whereB is a variational parameter andA the membrane area
The bracketŝ •&o denote averages with respect toHo , and
Fo is the free energy related toHo . The effective Hamil-
tonian Ho is linear in n and corresponds toW50 and the
shifted chemical potentialm2B. A detailed derivation of the
free energy forW50 based~i! on an exact summation of th
sticker degrees of freedomni and ~ii ! on a new method to
determine the adhesion free energy of a homogeneous m
brane by Monte Carlo simulations is described in Appen
A. The resulting expression for the free energy is given
Eq. ~A10!. The free energyFo is then obtained by replacin
m in Eq. ~A10! by m2B. Evaluation of̂ H2Ho&o now leads
to

F<Fo2
B

A (
i

^ni&o1
1

A (
^ i j &

Wi j ^ninj&o ~9!

<Fo2
B

a2
^ni&o1

2W

a2
^ni&o

2[F. . ~10!
01190
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The second inequality holds for a square lattice with fo
nearest neighbors and interactions as in Eq.~5! since the
correlation function^ninj&o2^ni&o

2 is nonnegative due to
fluctuation-induced attractive interactions between bou
stickers, which has been checked explicitly in our Mon
Carlo ~MC! simulations, see also Fig. 6. Now minimizin
F. with respect to the variational parameterB leads to the
self-consistency equation

B54W^ni&o , ~11!

where]Fo /]B52]Fo /]m5^ni&o /a2 has been used.

B. Phase behavior from mean-field theory
and Monte Carlo „MC … simulations

The phase behavior in the mean-field theory for the c
centration fieldn can be derived numerically from Eqs.~10!
and ~11!. In Fig. 1, we display phase diagrams for the re
caled potential rangezv50.1 and several values of the cis
interaction strengthW as a function of the sticker concentra
tion X5^ni&/a

2 and the sticker binding energyU. The
diagram atW/T520.3 contains a bound and an unbou
phase that are separated by a single line of continuous
binding transitions. The membrane is bound for high conc
trations or high binding energies of the stickers, and unbo
for low concentrations or low binding energies. This tran
tion belongs to the same universality class as the one
W50 @10# and arises from the renormalization of the attra
tive membrane/surface interactions by thermally exci
shape fluctuations@18#, see Appendix A.

For larger absolute valuesuWu of the cis-interaction
strength, the diagrams contain two-phase regions where
unbound phase with a low concentration of stickers an
bound phase with a higher sticker concentration coexist.
coexistence regions end in tricritical points. For binding e
ergies uUu below the tricritical valueuUtcu, the unbinding
transition of the membrane is continuous. ForuUu.uUtcu, the
unbinding transition is discontinuous and is then coupled
phase separation within the membrane. At large absolute
uesuUu of the sticker binding energy, the sticker concent
tions of the two coexisting phases vary only slightly withU
since the majority of the stickers is already bound.

The mean-field phase diagrams at the larger rescaled
tential rangezv50.5 as displayed in Fig. 2 reveal a mo
complicated phase behavior with different topologies of
shaded coexistence regions. In particular, the diagrams a
cis-interactions strengthsW/T520.8 and W/T520.84
contain regions where two bound phases coexist. Thus,
intermediate values of the cis interactionsW/T and the
transinteractionsU/T, mean-field theory predicts that th
system exhibitsfour different states as a function of th
sticker concentrationX: ~i! at large sticker concentrations
the membrane composition is uniform and the membran
bound;~ii ! at intermediate values ofX, the membrane under
goes phase separation that leads to two types of doma
Both types of domains are bound to the second surfa
However, since the two types of domains differ in the
sticker concentrations, their mean separation from the sec
3-3
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THOMAS R. WEIKL AND REINHARD LIPOWSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011903
surface will be different. Thus, one has a bound state wit
nonuniform surface separation. Such a state resembles
state of a thin liquid film at a prewetting transition@19#; ~iii !
as X is further decreased, the bound membrane beco
again uniform, and~iv! finally, at very low values ofX, it
unbinds in a continuous fashion, i.e., in the same way as
a one-component membrane.

In Figs. 3 and 4, we compare the phase diagrams from
mean-field theory and from Monte Carlo~MC! simulations
with the full Hamiltonian~1!. In the simulations, we deter
mine the concentrationX5^ni&/a

2 as a function of the

FIG. 1. Mean-field phase diagrams for a membrane with flex
stickers depending on the sticker concentrationX and the binding
energyU. The rescaled quantitiesa2X andU/T are dimensionless
wherea is the lattice constant andT is the temperature in energ
units. The dimensionless potential range of the stickers iszv50.1.
Above a critical value of the cis-interaction strengthuWu, a separa-
tion into an unbound phase with a low concentration of stickers
a bound phase with a higher sticker concentration can be obse
The extent of the shaded two-phase coexistence region incre
with uWu.
01190
a
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chemical potentialm of the stickers. A first-order transition
is reflected in a discontinuity of the concentrationX at a
certain chemical potentialm* . The two limiting valuesX1
andX2 at m* correspond to the concentrations of the coe
isting phases. In order to determine these concentrations
typically perform 10 to 20 MC simulations with up to 107

steps per lattice site at different chemical potentialsm above
and belowm* for fixed binding energyU and interaction
strengthW on lattices with up to 1203120 lattice sites.

It is important to note that lateral phase separation
already be observed at interaction strengthsuWu that are sig-
nificantly below the critical interaction strengthuWcu of the

e

d
ed.
ses

FIG. 2. Mean-field phase diagrams as a function of the dim
sionless concentrationa2X and binding energyU/T, compare Fig.
1, for flexible stickers with the dimensionless potential rangezv
50.5. The two-phase coexistence regions are shaded. Becau
the dominance of the cis interactions at the larger potential ra
zv50.5, the diagrams at the interaction strengthsW/T520.8 and
W/T520.84 include regions where two bound phases coexist,
text.
3-4
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ADHESION-INDUCED PHASE BEHAVIOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011903
two-dimensional lattice gas with Hamiltonian

Hlg$n%5(
^ i j &

Wi j ninj2m(
i

ni , ~12!

and nearest-neighbor cis interaction as in Eq.~5!. The critical
interaction strength of the two-dimensional lattice gas
Wc /T522 ln(11A2), and Wc /T521 in the mean-field
theory. For the rescaled potential rangezv50.1 and the bind-

FIG. 3. Phase diagrams depending on the dimensionless con
tration a2X and cis-interaction strengthW of flexible stickers with
binding energyU/T525 and the rescaled potential rangeszv
50.1 and 0.5. Lines and shaded coexistence regions correspo
the mean-field theory, data points to MC simulations. The inter
tion strength W is rescaled by the critical valueWc of the
two-dimensional lattice gas withWc /T521 for the mean-field
calculations andWc /T522 ln(11A2) for the MC data.

FIG. 4. Phase diagram for a membrane with flexible stick
depending on the dimensionless sticker concentrationa2X and
binding energyU/T. The dimensionless potential range of the stic
ers iszv50.1, and the cis-interaction strength isW51/2Wc . The
lines and shaded coexistence region are obtained from the m
field theory, the data points from MC simulations with the fu
Hamiltonian ~1!. The critical interaction strength of the two
dimensional lattice gas isWc /T521 in the mean-field theory and
Wc /T522 ln(11A2) for the MC simulations.
01190
s

ing energyU/T525, the tricritical point where the phas
separation sets in can be estimated from the MC data of
3~a! asWtc /Wc50.3560.05 and agrees within the statistic
errors with the tricritical point of the mean-field phase d
gram. Thus, forzv50.1, phase separation already occurs
interaction strengths that are about one third of the criti
interaction strengthWc of the two-dimensional lattice gas
The lateral phase behavior therefore is dominated by
tropic forces between the stickers that are induced by sh
fluctuations of the membrane. Since these shape fluctuat
of the bound membrane are strongest at the unbinding po
the lateral phase separation is coupled with the unbind
transition of the membrane.

For the larger rescaled potential rangezv50.5, the tricriti-
cal point as obtained from the Monte Carlo data of Fig. 3~b!
is located atWtc /Wc50.6560.05. The phase separation th
is predominantly caused by the enthalpic cis interactions.
a consequence of the dominance of the cis interaction
larger rescaled potential rangeszv , the mean-field phase dia
grams forW/T520.8 or20.84 andzv50.5 include regions
where two bound phases coexist as shown in Fig. 2, since
critical concentration of the two-dimensional lattice gas w
Hamiltonian~12! is Xc50.5/a2.

A comparison of the mean field and the MC phase d
gram for the rescaled potential rangezv50.1 and the cis-
interaction strengthW51/2Wc is presented in Fig. 4. As in
Fig. 3~a!, we find relatively good agreement of the two pha
diagrams. At the larger rescaled potential rangezv50.5
where the phase separation only occurs at larger abso
valuesuWu of the cis-interaction strength, the difference
the mean field and MC phase diagrams is more pronoun
see Fig. 3~b!.

The lateral phase separation is illustrated in Fig. 5 wh
we see configurations from canonical Monte Carlo simu
tions with fixed sticker concentrationsX50.45/a2, 0.3/a2,
and 0.1/a2 for the rescaled potential rangezv50.1 and the
interaction strengthW51/2Wc . We see a separation into
bound phase with a high concentration of bound stick
shown in black and an unbound white phase almost free
stickers with a much larger membrane separation. With
creasing sticker concentration, the extent of the bound ph
shrinks. For a comparison, Monte Carlo configurations
W50 are shown in Fig. 6. Due to fluctuation-induced inte
actions, black bound stickers have some tendency to clu
but the membrane doesnot phase separate in agreement w
Ref. @10#.

III. STICKERS WITH ENLARGED BENDING RIGIDITY

For stickers that differ in their bending rigidity from th
lipid matrix, the grand canonical Hamiltonian can be writt
as

H$ l ,n%5(
i

k

2a2
~Ddl i !

2

1(
i

niS ks2k

2a2
~Ddl i !

21V~ l i !2m D ~13!

en-
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THOMAS R. WEIKL AND REINHARD LIPOWSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011903
in the absence of cis-interactions. Here,ks denotes the bend
ing rigidity of the stickers, andk is the rigidity of the lipid
bilayer. The adhesion potentialV( l i) is again given by Eq.
~4! with binding energyU and potential rangel v . The dis-
cretized LaplacianDd is defined in Eq.~3!. As before,a
denotes the lattice constant, andm the relative chemical po
tential of the stickers.

Now, the phase behavior can be characterized by
reduced binding energyU/T, the rescaled potential rang
zv5( l v /a)Ak/T, the sticker concentrationX5^ni&/a

2,
and the reduced sticker rigidityks /k. Because of the elasti
contribution of the stickers, a summation of the sticker d
grees of freedom in the partition function does not lead t
simplification of the problem, as in the case of flexible stic
ers without cis interactions, see Appendix A. We theref
determine the phase behavior by Monte Carlo simulati
with the full Hamiltonian~13! as described in the previou
section.

FIG. 5. Typical MC configurations of a two-component mem
brane with flexible stickers of cis-interaction strengthW5Wc/25

2T ln(11A2), binding energyU, and potential rangezv50.1.
Bound stickers are black, unbound stickers grey, and nonadhe
segments are white. The fixed sticker concentration isX
50.45/a2, 0.3/a2, and 0.1/a2 ~bottom to top!. The membrane phas
separates into a bound phase with a high concentration of stic
and an unbound phase with a low sticker concentration.
01190
e
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In Fig. 7, we see the phase behavior as a function of
concentrationX and the reduced sticker rigidityks /k for
U/T525, and thus for a relatively high sticker binding e
ergy. Both diagrams exhibit again two-phase regions wh
an unbound phase with a very small sticker concentrationX1
and a bound phase with a higher concentrationX2 coexist.
Since cis interactions are absent in the Hamiltonian~13!, the
phase separation is now only induced by the shape fluc
tions of the membrane. The two-phase regions end in tric
cal points given byks /k51.360.3 for zv50.1 and by
ks /k51.560.5 for zv50.5. Below the tricritical points, the
unbinding transition is continuous in accordance with A
pendix A where we present a general argument that sh
that multicomponent membranes with flexible stickers, i
with stickers of bending rigidityks5k, do not phase sepa
rate in the absence of attractive cis interactions between
stickers.

At high sticker rigidities, the coexistence concentratio
reach the valuesX150 and X25(0.8560.02)/a2 for zv

ive

rs,

FIG. 6. Typical MC configurations of a two-component mem
brane with flexible stickers in the absence of cis interactions. Bo
stickers are black, unbound stickers gray, and nonadhesive
ments are white. The average separation of the membrane incre
continuously as the sticker concentration is reduced. Bound stic
have some tendency to cluster but the membrane doesnot phase
separate.
3-6
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ADHESION-INDUCED PHASE BEHAVIOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011903
50.1 and ks /k>1000, and X25(0.1760.01)/a2 for zv
50.5 andks /k>100, see Fig. 7. The dependence of t
phase behavior on the rescaled potential rangezv is explicitly
shown in Fig. 8. The width of the coexistence region d
creases with increasingzv as fluctuation effects becom
weaker: With increasing potential range, bound stickers
come less restrictive to the membrane fluctuations.

In order to understand the strong tendency of rigid sti
ers to phase separate, let us consider a cluster of den
packed bound stickers withni51 and l i< l v that is sur-
rounded by a nonadhesive membrane segment withni50. In
the limit of large sticker rigiditiesks , the membrane distanc
l i at the lattice sites directly adjacent to the sticker cluster
to be smaller or close to the potential rangel v to avoid high

FIG. 7. Phase diagrams depending on the bending rigidityks

and the dimensionless concentrationa2X of the stickers that have
the binding energyU525T and the dimensionless potential rang
zv50.1 ~top! and 0.5~bottom!. The sticker bending rigidityks is
rescaled by the bending rigidityk of the lipid matrix. Here, the only
cis interactions between the stickers arise from the mutual exclu
at the same membrane patch.

FIG. 8. Phase diagram depending on the dimensionless st
concentrationa2X and the dimensionless potential rangezv for
stickers with bending rigidityks51000k and binding energyU5
25T. As in Fig. 7, the only cis interactions between the stick
arise from the mutual exclusion at the same membrane patch.
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curvatures at the cluster boundary, see Eq.~3!. Thus, the
binding of the sticker cluster leads to an additional stripe
‘‘bound’’ or ‘‘nearly bound’’ ~but nonadhesive! lattice sites
around the sticker array that costs entropy by restricting
membrane fluctuations. Since the membrane separa
around clusters of flexible stickers withks5k is clearly less
restricted, large sticker rigidities induce an additional effe
tive line tension at the boundary of bound sticker clust
that favors the aggregation of the clusters, and thus, fav
lateral phase separation. A similar process of phase sep
tion due to an effective line tension arising from the interpl
of shape fluctuations and sticker clusters has recently b
found for stickers with increased lateral size@13#.

Attractive fluctuation-induced forces have also be
shown to exist between non–adhesive membrane inclus
with higher bending rigidity@20,21#. These forces are con
siderably weaker than the entropic interactions between r
stickers and contribute to the lateral phase separation of
membrane only at relatively large inclusion rigidities in
significant way@22#.

IV. EFFECT OF LATERAL MEMBRANE TENSION

Biological and biomimetic membranes are often und
lateral tension. This tension acts to suppress membrane
tuations and will therefore also affect the fluctuation-induc
phase separation that was studied in the previous section
lateral tensions leads to the additional term

Hs$ l %5(
i

s

2
~¹dl i !

2 ~14!

in the Hamiltonian where

~¹dl i !
25~¹dl x,y!25~ l x1a,y2 l x,y!21~ l x,y1a2 l x,y!2

~15!

describes the local area increase of the curved memb
with respect to the planar substrate. As before, neighbo
sites at the membrane edges are defined via periodic bo
ary conditions. After the rescaling~6! of the distance fieldl,
the additional dimensionless parameter corresponding ts
turns out to be the reduced tensionsa2/k.

The phase separation of membranes with rigid sticker
only induced by fluctuation-induced interactions. In the pr
ence of a lateral tension, the grand canonical Hamiltonian
these membranes is given by the sum of Eqs.~13! and~14!.
In Fig. 9, we display Monte Carlo phase diagrams for stic
ers with bending rigidityks51000k as a function of the
sticker concentrationX5^ni&/a

2 and the reduced tensio
sa2/k. At small lateral tensionss, the concentrations of the
coexisting phases agree with the tensionless case, see F
At higher tensions, the width of the coexistence region
creases due to the suppression of the fluctuation-induced
teractions between bound stickers.

It is important to note that the tensions at which a d
crease of the concentrationX2 of the bound phase can b
observed are relatively high. Lipid membranes typically ru
ture at tensionss r of a few millinewton per meter@23#.
Taking s r54mN/m, a lattice constanta55 nm which is

on

er
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THOMAS R. WEIKL AND REINHARD LIPOWSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011903
about the lipid bilayer thickness, and the bending rigidityk
510219J leads to the estimate s ra

2/k51 or
log10(s ra

2/k)50 for the maximum value of the reduce
tension. The phase diagrams of Fig. 9 show that the tensi
which cause a significant decrease of the coexistence reg
are already close to or even above this estimate for the m
mum value.

In order to understand this behavior, one has to rea
that membrane fluctuations are suppressed only on le
scales that exceed the crossover lengthAk/s. On smaller
scales, thermal fluctuations are still governed by the bend
energy. The decrease of the coexistence regions in the p
diagrams of Fig. 9 sets in at values of the reduced tens
sa2/k that correspond to crossover lengths of only a f
lattice constants. Thus, the relevant fluctuations turn ou
be undulations of the nonadhesive membrane segments
tween the small clusters of bound stickers, see Fig. 6
decrease of fluctuation interactions between the bound s
ers then occurs if the crossover lengthAk/s is comparable
to or smaller than the mean distance between the sti
clusters. This interpretation agrees with the observation
the influence of an increasing lateral tension is most p
nounced for the rescaled potential rangezv50.5. For this
value ofzv , the concentrationX2 of the bound phase at low
tensions has the smallest value and the corresponding
tance between the sticker clusters has the largest value
the three cases displayed in Fig. 9.

FIG. 9. Phase diagrams depending on the dimensionless st
concentrationa2X and the dimensionless tensionsa2/k for stickers
with bending rigidityks51000k and binding energyU525T. The
dimensionless potential ranges arezv50.1, 0.3, and 0.5.
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V. MEMBRANES WITH STICKERS AND REPELLERS

Biological membranes often contain repulsive molecu
that form a protective barrier, the glycocalyx. A systema
description should then include a concentration field t
adopts three values, e.g.,ni50, 1, and 2 for the neutral com
ponent, the stickers, and the repellers, respectively. In
absence of cis interactions, the grand-canonical Hamilton
for a three-component membrane in contact with a subst
or wall can be written as

H$ l ,n%5Hel$ l %1(
i

q~ni !@Vni
~ l i !2mni

#, ~16!

with q(ni)50 for ni50, and q(ni)51 for ni51 or 2,
where V1( l i) denotes the attractive sticker potential a
V2( l i) the transinteraction of the repellers, andm1 and m2
are the relative chemical potentials corresponding to stick
and repellers, respectively. The elastic energyHel is again
given by Eq.~2! assuming a uniform bending rigidityk of
the membrane. Summing out the degrees of freedom of
concentration fieldn as described in Appendix A now lead
to the partition function

Z5~11em1 /T1em2 /T!N

3F)
i
E

0

`

dli Ge2[Hel$ l %1(
i

Ve f( l i )]/T, ~17!

with the total number of lattice sitesN and the effective
potential

Ve f~ l i !52T ln
11e[m12V1( l i )]/T1e[m22V2( l i )]/T

11em1 /T1em2 /T
. ~18!

In the following, we characterize the potentialsV1 andV2 as
square-well and square-barrier potentials of the form~4! with
potential energiesU1,0 and U2.0 and with potential
rangesl 1 andl 2. If the repellers have a larger potential ran
than the stickers, i.e., forl 2. l 1, the effective potential read

Ve f~ l i !5Uco for 0, l i, l 1

5Uba for l 1, l i, l 2

50 for l 2, l i , ~19!

with

Uco[2T ln
11e(m12U1)/T1e(m22U2)/T

11em1 /T1em2 /T
, ~20!

and

Uba[2T ln
11em1 /T1e(m22U2)/T

11em1 /T1em2 /T
, ~21!

as displayed in Fig. 10. Because ofU2.0 we also have
Uba.0, and fromU1,0 we conclude thatUco,Uba . The
effective potential thus contains a potential barrier w

er
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ADHESION-INDUCED PHASE BEHAVIOR OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011903
heightUba for l 1, l i, l 2. Bound states of the membrane a
only possible if the energyUco for membrane contacts with
l i, l 1 is negative, i.e., for

em1 /T~e2U1 /T21!.em2 /T~12e2U2 /T!, ~22!

which reduces to the conditionm12U1.m2 for large sticker
and repeller energies withuU1u/T@1 andU2 /T@1.

For membranes confined to a potential well with widthl 1,
the excess free energy is given byVf l( l 1);T2/k l 1

2 @24#. The
free energy difference between the bound and the unbo
state of a membrane with adhesion potential~19! therefore
can be written asDF52uUcou1cT2/k l 1

2 where c is a di-
mensionless coefficient. An estimate for the contact ene
Uco* at which the membrane unbinds thus follows as

uUco* u5cT2/k l 1
2 ~23!

since the free energy differenceDF has to be zero at the
unbinding point.

The character of the unbinding transition now depends
the height of the potential barrier that induces a line tens
between bound and unbound membrane segments. As sh
in Ref. @14#, the unbinding transition is discontinuous fo
relatively strong barriers with

Uba~ l 22 l 1!2@uUco* u l 1
2 , ~24!

and continuous for weak barriers withUba( l 22 l 1)2

!uUco* u l 1
2 . A discontinuous transition implies the coexis

ence of a bound phase with a high concentration of stick
and an unbound phase with a low sticker concentrat
Therefore, sufficiently strong barriers also lead to late
phase separation and sticker aggregation. This should e
cially apply to membranes containing relatively rigid rep
lers that can be characterized by high values ofU2 and thus
induce large potential barriersUba according to Eq.~19!.

It is important to note that, in the present situation, t
phase separation isnot induced by membrane fluctuations
in the previous sections. On the contrary, since the transi
valueuUco* u of the contact energy increases with the tempe
tureT and decreases with the bending rigidityk, membranes

FIG. 10. Schematic shape of the effective potentialVe f as a
function of the surface separationl, see Eq.~19!, for a membrane
with flexible stickers and repellers in the absence of cis interactio
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with more pronouced shape fluctuations require larger po
tial barriers for a discontinuous unbinding transition and l
eral phase separation as follows from Eq.~24!. An increase
of membrane fluctuations thus reduces the tendency of
membrane to phase separate. As stated above, the p
separation of a multicomponent membrane with the effec
adhesion potential~19! is caused by the potential barrier th
induces a line tension between bound and unbound m
brane segments. The adhesion-induced phase separatio
ported in Ref.@16# where the membrane is in an extern
harmonic potential and the stickers couple linearly to
separation field is caused by a similar mechanism@25#.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have identified and distinguished thr
different mechanisms for lateral phase separation during
adhesion of multicomponent membranes. In the first mec
nism, the shape fluctuations of the membrane lead to a re
malization of the cis interactions between flexible sticke
that are taken to have the same bending rigidity as the m
brane matrix. Phase separation and discontinuous unbin
thus occurs at cis-interaction strengthsuWu which are signifi-
cantly smaller than the critical interaction strengthuWcu for
the flat membrane. The renormalization of the cis inter
tions can also be understood as a nontrivial coupling w
collective entropic interactions induced by the membra
fluctuations.

A second mechanism is effective for stickers that hav
larger bending rigidity than the lipid matrix. The membra
fluctuations then induce an additional entropic line tens
between bound and unbound membrane domains that l
to lateral phase separation also in the absence of any at
tive cis interactions. A comparable increase of entropic
teractions due to an effective line tension has been pr
ously reported for stickers with increased lateral size@13#.

The strength of these two fluctuation-induced mechanis
is reflected in the extent of the coexistence regions. For la
binding energiesuUu and rigiditiesks of the stickers, this
strength is determined by a single parameter, the resc
potential rangezv5( l v /a)Ak/T, which is a function of the
sticker potential rangel v in units of the lattice constanta, the
bending rigidityk of the lipid matrix, and the temperatureT.
The extent of the coexistence regions decreases with incr
ing rescaled potential rangezv because the shape fluctuatio
~i! are less restricted by bound stickers with larger poten
rangesl v and~ii ! get weaker with increasing bending rigidit
k or decreasing temperatureT. For lipid membranes, the
dimensionless factorAk/T is around 3 or 4@26#, and the
lattice constanta should be taken as the cutoff length for th
membrane fluctuations. As mentioned in the introducti
this cutoff length is around 6 nm for lipid bilayers with
thickness of 4 nm@11#. Since the sticker potential rangel v
may vary from a few angstroms for sticky lipids to seve
nanometers for adhesion proteins, the rescaled pote
ranges considered in this article are accessible to experim
on real adhesion molecules.

Studying the influence of lateral membrane tensions
the phase behavior leads to a deeper understanding o

s.
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THOMAS R. WEIKL AND REINHARD LIPOWSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011903
fluctuation-induced interactions. Since the extent of the
existence regions decreases only at relatively large lat
tensions, the relevant fluctuations for the entropic forces t
out to be fluctuations on the scale of the average separa
of the stickers which is close to the lattice constanta if the
sticker concentration is sufficiently large.

A third mechanism of lateral phase separation exists
membranes that contain both stickers and repellers. If
transinteraction of the repellers has a longer range than
sticker potential, the effective adhesion potential, which
sults from a summation of the degrees of freedom of
concentration field, contains a potential barrier. This bar
induces an effective line tension between bound and
bound membrane segments. For large enough potential
riers, the line tension leads to a discontinuous unbind
transition, and thus, to lateral phase separation. An incre
of membrane fluctuations effectively reduces the barrier,
therefore also reduces the tendency of the membran
phase separate in contrast to the first two mechanisms.

We have considered here the simplest adhesion geom
that consists of a single multicomponent membrane w
stickers in contact with a homogeneous substrate. In App
dix B, we compare this simple geometry with the situati
where two multicomponent membranes interact via ‘‘loc
and-key’’ stickers. We find that the phase behavior is rat
similar in both geometries. In particular, the phase diagra
agree in the regime of high sticker binding energies, see
11, where almost all stickers are bound, provided the m
branes have equal sticker concentrations and the transi
action of the stickers can be described in both cases by
same molecular adhesion potential. The regime of h
sticker binding energies applies to biologically relevant a

FIG. 11. Mean-field phase diagrams as a function of the dim
sionless concentrationa2X and binding energyU/T: ~Thick lines!
A pair of two-component membranes with identical sticker conc
tration a2X; and ~Dashed lines! A membrane with sticker concen
tration X in front of a homogeneous substrate. The dimension
potential range iszv50.1. The cis-interaction strength is denoted
W, andWc is the critical interaction strength for a planar membra
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hesion molecules that are expected to have binding ener
uUu/T@1 @27#.

From the experimental point of view, lateral phase se
ration has been observed in some biomimetic systems s
as~i! membranes containing cationic lipids in contact with
negatively charged surface@28#, ~ii ! membranes with bioti-
nylated lipids that are bound to another biotinylated surfa
via streptavidin@29#, and ~iii ! membranes with homophilic
csA receptors from the slime mouldDictyostelium discoi-
deum @30#. One system that does not seem to exhi
adhesion-induced phase separation are~iv! neurons, which
adhere to laminin or fibronectin covered silica surfaces@31#.

The first experimental system~i! corresponds to sticker
that experience repulsive and attractive electrostatic cis
trans interactions. Such interactions lead to an effective
crease of the sticker size. As shown in Ref.@13#, the adhering
membrane undergoes phase separation if the sticker si
larger than the size of the nonadhesive membrane pat
and the potential range of the trans interactions is sufficie
small. The experimental systems~ii ! and ~iii !, on the other
hand, contained both stickers and repeller molecules
were supposed to mimic the glycocalyx of cell membran
Therefore, the observed phase separation is presumabl
duced by a potential barrier in the effective membran
surface interaction, as shown schematically in Fig. 10.
nally, all our phase diagrams exhibit bound states with
uniform surface separation as observed experimentally
neurons on silica surfaces.

The theoretical work described here focused on the st
ture of the membrane/sticker systems in equilibrium. It
also of interest to study the dynamics of these syste
which involves both a coarsening of the intramembrane
mains and the relaxation of the membrane/surface sep
tion. In general, one may then have to include hydrodyna
effects, see, e.g., Ref.@32#. Likewise, one may study relate
processes away from equilibrium such as~i! the unbinding of
the sticker bonds under a time-dependent load force@33,34#
or ~ii ! the interactions between the membrane and cytos
etal filaments, which involve active processes and are
lieved to be essential for cell adhesion, see, e.g., Ref.@12#.
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APPENDIX A: FREE ENERGIES OF ADHESION

A. Homogeneous membranes

In this section, we present a method to determine the
energy of a homogeneous membrane that adheres to a
strate or ‘‘wall.’’ The conformations of the membrane can
described by the local separationl from the wall. After dis-
cretizing the substrate into a two-dimensional square latt
the effective Hamiltonian, which is the sum of the bendi
energy@35# and the potential energy of the membrane, c
be written as

-

-
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H$ l %5(
i

F k

2a2
~Ddl i !

21V~ l i !G , ~A1!

wherel i>0 is the separation at lattice sitei, the parameterk
is the bending rigidity, anda the lattice constant. The inter
action potential between the membrane and the wall is
noted byV( l i), and the discretized LaplacianDd is given in
Eq. ~3!. The same description holds for the interaction of tw
homogeneous membranes with bending rigiditiesk1 andk2.
Then,k represents the effective bending rigidityk1k2 /(k1
1k2) @36#. In the following, we consider the square-we
potential

V~ l i !5Tuu~ l v2 l i !5Tu for l i< l v50 for l i. l v ,

~A2!

which is characterized by the potential depthTu,0 and the
potential rangel v . By introducing the rescaled separatio

field z[( l /a)Ak/T, the parameters can be reduced to
dimensionless potential depthu and the rescaled potentia
rangezv5( l v /a)Ak/T.

Thermally excited shape fluctuations of the membra
lead to an entropic repulsion between the membrane and
wall @24#, and thus, to an unbinding transition at a critic
valueu* of the potential depth that depends on the resca
potential rangezv . For short-range potentials as Eq.~A2!,
the unbinding transition is continuous@10#, i.e., the average
separation continuously diverges according to^ l i&;(u
2u* )21 close to the critical potential depthu* . In order to
determine the free energy, we consider here the contact p
ability

Pb[^u~zv2zi !&, ~A3!

which is the expectation value for the fraction of bou
membrane segments, i.e., membrane segments withzi,zv .
The contact probability can be directly determined in Mon
Carlo ~MC! simulations as reported in Ref.@13#. The free
energy per areaA as given by

F52
T

A
lnF)

i
E

0

`

dli Ge2H$ l %/T, ~A4!

is related to the contact probabilityPb via

Pb5
a2

T

]F
]u

. ~A5!

Thus, the free energy for given rescaled potential rangezv is
obtained from Monte Carlo data for the contact probabi
by the integration

F5Fub2
T

a2Eu

u
* du8Pb~u8!, ~A6!

whereFub denotes the free energy of the unbound membr
associated with the shape fluctuations.
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B. Two-component membranes with flexible stickers:
Absence of cis interactions

In the absence of cis interactions, the grand canon
Hamiltonian~1! for membranes with flexible stickers is lin
ear in the concentration fieldn. Summing out the sticker
degrees of freedom in the partition function

Z5F)
i
E

0

`

dli GF)
i

(
ni50,1

Ge2H$ l ,n%/T, ~A7!

then leads to

Z5F)
i
E

0

`

dli Ge2Hel$ l %/T)
i

~11e[m2V( l i )]/T!

5~11em/T!NF)
i
E

0

`

dli Ge2[Hel$ l %1(
i

Ve f( l i )]/T,

~A8!

with the number of lattice sitesN and the effective potentia

Ve f~ l i !52T ln
11e[m2U]/T

11em/T
u~ l v2 l i ![Ue fu~ l v2 l i !.

~A9!

The effective potential is again a square-well potential w
potential rangel v and the effective potential depthUe f that
depends on the chemical potentialm and the binding energy
U of the stickers. The free energy per unit areaF5
2(T/A)ln Z therefore is obtained as in the previous sect
and reads

F52
T

a2
ln@11em/T#1Fub2

T

a2Eu

u
* du8Pb~u8!,

~A10!

where the reduced potential depthu now is given byUe f /T.
The sticker concentrationX[2(]F/]m)5^ni&/a

2 then
follows as

X5
1

a2 F ~12Pb!
em/T

11em/T
1Pb

e[m2U]/T

11e[m2U]/TG . ~A11!

At the continuous unbinding point, the contact probabilityPb
vanishes and the critical chemical potentialm* is given by
the equationu* 5Ue f(m* )/T with the effective potential
depthUe f being defined in~A9!, and reads

m*
T

5 ln
euu

*
u21

euUu/T2euu
*

u
. ~A12!

Since the contact probabilityPb is zero at the unbinding
point, the critical sticker concentration is given by

X* 5
em

*
/T

a2~11em
*

/T!
5

euu
*

u21

a2~euUu/T21!
. ~A13!
3-11
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THOMAS R. WEIKL AND REINHARD LIPOWSKY PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011903
The critical potential depthu* can be determined by Mont
Carlo simulations. From MC data for the contact probabil
Pb as a function of the potential depthu for several potential
rangeszv , see@13#, we find u* 521.2560.05 for zv50.1,
u* 520.4760.03 for zv50.3, u* 520.2460.02 for zv
50.5, andu* 520.07560.010 for zv51. The unbinding
lines in the (a2X,uUu/T)-plane resulting from~A13! and the
above values foru* are shown in Fig. 12 as dashed lines

Because of the continuous character of the unbind
transition, there is no lateral phase separation in the m
component membrane in the absence of attractive cis in
actions between the flexible stickers in accordance with R
@10#. This is a direct consequence of Eq.~A11! and the con-
tinuity of the contact probabilityPb .

APPENDIX B: TWO MEMBRANES WITH STICKERS

A. Flexible stickers without cis interactions

The adhesion of a pair of multicomponent membranes
be described by the grand canonical Hamiltonian

H$ l ,n,m%5Hel$ l %1(
i

@nimiV~ l i !2nim12mim2#

~B1!

for flexible stickers in the absence of cis interactions. Heren
andm are the concentration fields of the membrane 1 an
respectively, which adopt the valuesni50,1 andmi50,1. As
in the case of biological membranes, the transinterac
V( l i) now is mediated by ‘‘lock-and-key’’ pairs of sticker
with ni51 andmi51, which are anchored in the opposin
membranes. The molecular adhesion potentialV( l i) will be
characterized in the following again by the square-well p
tential ~4! with binding energyU,0 and potential rangel v .
The elastic energy of the membranes with uniform bend
rigidities k1 andk2 can be written in the form~2! wherek
now is the effective bending rigidityk1k2 /(k11k2). Fi-
nally, the relative chemical potential of the stickers are
noted bym1 andm2.

FIG. 12. Dimensionless binding energyU/T as a function of the
dimensionless concentrationa2X of the stickers for continuous un
binding transitions:~thick lines! A pair of two-component mem-
branes with identical sticker concentrationX; and ~dashed lines!, a
single two-component membrane with sticker concentrationX in
front of a homogeneous substrate. The dimensionless pote
range of the stickers iszv50.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1~bottom to top!.
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Since the Hamiltonian~B1! is linear in the concentration
fields n andm, the partition function can be written as

Z5~11em1 /T!N~11em2 /T!N

3F)
i
E

0

`

dli Ge2[Hel$ l %1(
i

Ve f( l i )]/T ~B2!

after the summation of the sticker degrees of freedom. T
effective potential now is

Ve f~ l i !52T ln
11em1 /T1em2 /T1e(m11m22U)/T

~11em1 /T!~11em2 /T!

3u~ l v2 l i ![Ue fu~ l v2 l i !. ~B3!

The two membranes unbind at a critical valueu* of the
reduced effective potential depthu5Ue f /T, which depends
on the rescaled potential rangezv5( l v /a)Ak/T, see Appen-
dix A.1. For equal chemical potentials of the stickers, i.e.,
m15m25m, the critical valuem* is determined by the equa
tion u* 5Ue f(m* )/T and reads:

m* 5T ln
euu

*
u211AeuUu/T21Aeuu

*
u21

euUu/T2euu
*

u
. ~B4!

The critical concentrationX* 5(1/a2)em
*

/T/(11em
*

/T) at
which the membranes unbind then is given by

X* 5
1

a2
A euu

*
u21

euUu/T21
. ~B5!

Unbinding lines in the (a2X,uUu/T) plane resulting from Eq.
~B5! are displayed in Fig. 12 as solid lines. The dashed li
correspond to the unbinding lines for a single multicomp
nent membrane adhering to a homogeneous substrate
Eq. ~A13!. For this latter geometry, the extent of the bou
phases is larger for given rescaled potential rangezv since
the stickers bind to any lattice site of the substrate. In c
trast, ‘‘lock-and-key’’ stickers of this section can only bind
ni51 andmi51.

B. Flexible stickers with attractive cis interactions

A general Hamiltonian for stickers with attractive cis in
teractions has to include quadratic terms in the concentra
fieldsn andm. For simplicity, we consider here only the ca
of stickers with the same chemical potentialm5m15m2 and
cis-interaction matrixWi j in the two membranes. This ap
plies in particular to the situation of homopholic bindin
where the stickers in the opposing membranes are ident
The Hamiltonian then can be written as

H$ l ,n,m%5Hel$ l %1(
i

@nimiV~ l i !2m~ni1mi !#

1(
^ i j &

Wi j ~ninj1mimj !, ~B6!
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with the nearest-neighbor interaction~5!. To develop a
mean-field theory as in Sec, IV, we use again the variatio
principle ~7!, now with

Ho5Hel1(
i

@nimiV~ l i !1~B2m!~ni1mi !#. ~B7!

This leads to the upper boundaryF. for the free energy:

F<Fo2
B

A (
i

@^ni&o1^mi&o#1
1

A (
^ i j &

Wi j @^ninj&o

1^mimj&o#<Fo2
2B

a2
^ni&o1

4W

a2
^ni&o

2[F. . ~B8!

A minimization with respect to the variational parameterB
results again in the self-consistency equation

B54W^ni&o . ~B9!
cifi

.

01190
al
Phase diagrams that were numerically derived from

mean-field Eqs.~B8! and ~B9! are displayed in Fig. 11 and
compared to the corresponding diagrams for the adhesio
a single two-component membrane to a homogeneous
strate. The phase diagrams for the two geometries diffe
small values of the sticker binding energyuUu, but agree at
large values ofuUu where the phase behavior becomes ind
pendent of this parameter since the majority of stickers
already bound. For ‘‘lock-and-key’’ stickers, this regime
reached at higher values ofuUu since the binding of the stick
ers is more restricted and requiresni5mi51.

In this appendix, we have considered two-compon
membranes and flexible stickers, though similar conclusi
should also apply to rigid stickers or membranes that ad
tionally contain repulsive molecules. In particular in the r
gime of high sticker binding energiesuUu, a similar phase
behavior for the two geometries can be expected. Since
logical stickers are mostly characterized by high values
the binding energy, this regime is of particular interest.
he

es

ys.
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